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As we await the U.S.-China trade drama to unfold at the G-20 in 

Japan, we thought it might be worthwhile to review the significant 

moves seen across the commodity complex that are providing 

mixed signals as to the health of the global economy. While rallies 

in agriculture and gold point to inflation, other proxies such as 

copper and crude oil suggest the opposite. Each commodity has 

its own idiosyncratic supply and demand setup, which we explore 

below; however, we do see some general macro themes that can 

be distilled from the data.

Gold
Last October, we discussed our expectations for a modest bounce 

in the price of gold out of an oversold condition but noted the 

limited upside as the Federal Reserve maintained an interest rate 

hiking bias and real yields were climbing. Since then, monetary 

policy expectations completely reversed as a result of declining 

economic and inflation estimates, which in turn drove real yields to 

52- week lows (Chart 1) and a 15% rally in the price of gold.

With economic data flagging and U.S.-China trade war rhetoric 

weighing on investment spending, it seems that expectations for 

Fed rate cuts will be realized beginning in July. Outside the U.S., the 

monetary policy outlook is just as, if not even more dovish, with the 

value of negative yielding bonds increasing to all-time highs (Chart 

2). This makes gold’s oft-maligned 0% real yield look increasingly 

attractive. Barring a pickup in leading economic indicators and 

a positive resolution on trade, we would expect gold’s technical 

breakout to sustain as global central banks are forced to continue 

to cut interest rates in an effort to support economic growth.

Oil
We have been positive on oil since the commodity troughed last 

December. Significant OPEC supply reductions coupled with 

resilient demand and tail risks from disruptions in Venezuela and 

Iran offset gains from rising U.S. production. The result was a 

steady decline in excess supply (Chart 3), which helped to drive 

spot Brent crude up +40% from the lows.

More recently, however, oil prices have pulled back from the 

highs. Traders have turned their focus to the demand side of the 

equation owing to softening global manufacturing and trade data. 

The inability of tanker attacks and a seeming agreement on an 

extension of OPEC production cuts to materially shore up crude 

prices should be a key warning for oil bulls that prices are unlikely 

to return to recent highs without a firmer outlook for demand.

Commodity Corner
Chart 1 | Gold Price vs. U.S. 10y Real Rates

Chart 3 | Global Crude Oil Supply & Demand (10y)
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Chart 2 | Negative Yielding Debt (10y)
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Chart 4 | Copper Price vs. Leading Indicators (10y)
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Chart 5 | Global Corn Stocks (20y)
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Interestingly, OPEC’s delay of its Spring meeting until after the 

G-20 would seem to recognize the importance of U.S.-China trade 

resolution to the outlook for consumption and we would expect 

the organization to respond accordingly. However, incremental 

production cuts are unlikely to be sufficient should trade and 

economic data continue to disappoint. The strategy remains long 

U.S. pipelines on the expectation for further volume gains, but 

continues to avoid direct plays on price, such as E&P and services, 

until there is more visibility on economic progress.

Copper
Dr. Copper began the year on a strong note, up +15% as demand 

expectations were buffeted by Chinese stimulus hopes and 

disruptions reduced supply from Peru and Chile, both key 

producers. Those price gains reversed when Chinese data 

rebounded only modestly and other leading indicators rolled over 

(Chart 4). Also, the recent production outages will likely resolve 

in the near-term while new capacity additions will combine to 

push the market back into surplus once again in 2020. Without a 

rebound in economic growth, oversupply and muted inflation will 

likely cap the metal’s performance, which is further confirmed by 

the weak price performance trend relative to precious metals.

Agriculture
Soft commodity prices have seen a significant rally since the 

beginning of May. Corn, wheat and soy are all up between +15-

25% and now sit at multi-year highs. The breakout comes after a 

long period of underperformance marking a similar path to gold’s 

recent move, making some investors draw a link between the two. 

We view the comparison as largely coincidental, as the wettest 

year in recorded U.S. history has delayed plantings to their slowest 

pace in over 40 years. While the weather has driven up current 

spot prices, there has only been a marginal impact on the forward 

curve and futures prices for the 2020 harvest largely align with 

prior expectations. With inventories sitting at near record levels 

(Chart 5) and agriculture a key weapon in the trade war, we would 

not chase the rally.

Summary
Pulling these moves together, we see a picture of weakening 

economic growth and minimal inflation, which in turn is forcing 

central bankers to lower interest rates. Going forward, how the 

U.S.-China trade war resolves itself and whether a return to easy 

monetary policy can resuscitate the economic cycle will be critical 

to determining whether we are experiencing a mid-cycle slowdown

or entering a deeper recession. The strategy’s positioning will 

continue to reflect a barbell approach until one path becomes 

more probable, with the G-20 likely providing a key catalyst for the 

outlook.


